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My family moved from Connecticut to Tequesta, Florida in the mid seventys while I was 
still obtaining my college degree. Back then, the present site of the Jupiter Reef Club 
(JRC) was a small bar right on the beach with a typical beach front/surfer ambiance. The 
Jupiter/Tequesta area was still very rural back then with a small town atmosphere and a 
perfect blend of south florida nature and beauty along with the most perfect beach. I still 
believe that now after having traveled to some of the most promoted beaches in the 
states and the caribean. 
 
In the mid 1980’s, the property was purchased and converted into the timeshare. The 
property was grandfathered into its current location on the beach side. My parents 
bought a week when they first went on sale. My family and I have been coming ever 
since and I have owned various units over the years. I now stay at the resort during my 
week as it truly is a fantastic resort and now I would not trade my time there for 
anywhere else. 
 
As a local owner, it is also the perfect place for a relaxing weekend visit. That’s also why 
I own a timeshare week there. The amenities and friends can’t be matched. There is 
always a blend of local owners and visitors spending their week there.  
 
EDUCATION: Bachelor of Applied Science in Information Technology, 1980, Florida 
Atlantic University, Boca Raton, Florida. 
 
BACKGROUND:  Have been in the IT field for 40 years, the last 30 in IT management. I 
have worked for private industry, for software companies and government. I am a high 
level IT manager responsible for enterprise application systems that organizations rely 
upon to run their business. I run the project management office that is responsible for the 
implementation of high value projects that result in improvements in efficient and 
effective operation of all business units to serve their customers. I manage an annual 
budget of over 7 million dollars with the goal to reduce spending while continuing to 
deliver more services with less resources. I perform IT portfolio management and 
strategic planning to ensure IT resources align with corporate objectives at the lowest 
cost. 
 
In closing, I have a vested interest in the future of the JRC and that it delivers the 
experience expected of all owners. I submit that my knowledge and history of the area 
and the resort, my ability to understand the balance that needs to exist between one 
time or repeat visitors/owners and local owners, my management experience and skills, 
will continue to be an excellent complement to the existing Board. I also feel that the job 
of any board is to set vision and policy, establish guidelines that deliver a high return for 
the lowest investment, deal with emergencies while keeping costs low, and selecting the 
most qualified staff to perform ongoing management duties.  
 
The current Board priorities of a new seawall, facility repairs and ongoing unit upgrades 
must be formost in everyones mind in order to protect and preserve our investment in a 
very special place. 
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